Get ready for any transaction faster with Datasite Prepare. Gain instant deal momentum, eliminate friction, and explore the benefits of Datasite before committing. When your client’s all set to go, so are you.

**Fast setup**
Upload files and folders with drag-and-drop, or email them into the project, then edit in bulk. Import folder structures and checklists, or use proven templates.

**Powerful AI**
Categorize, index, organize, and rename content using AI trained on millions of M&A documents.

**Seamless collaboration**
Let everyone work from one central checklist of tasks, using trackers linked to your index. Be free of emails and spreadsheets.

**Preview in translations**
Check that a document is correctly filed. Hover over it to see the first page. You can also translate it from any of 20+ languages - easing cross-border deals.

**Powerful AI**
Categorize, index, organize, and rename content using AI trained on millions of M&A documents.

**Redact in moments**
Hide sensitive content across the data room. Search for key terms, preview redactions and redact in seconds. Then unredact as needed, with one click.

**Launch when ready**
Once you have the groundwork in place, you can make your deal live in moments. Move straight into Datasite Diligence, the leading sell-side data room.

**Anytime, anywhere assistance**
Speed your deals, cut costs and risks, and seize success with Datasite Assist. Call on 50+ years of dealmaking expertise, available 24/7/365 in 20+ languages, all at no extra cost. Just tap, type, or talk.

**End-to-end security**
Security is why dealmakers use Datasite. We protect your data so that you can focus on your deal. Rigorous security standards are embedded at every level: platform, processes, and people.